
Welcome to Issue 86 of Phaser World

To celebrate hitting an amazing 8000 weekly subscribers we decided to give the
newsletter a serious lick of paint and you're now reading the end result! My

 



thanks to Tom Waterhouse for his awesome design work. It's the same weekly
content, just with much nicer section headers, making it overall more consistent.

This week we've a great caveman golfing game! a new release of Phaser CE
and a very tilemap centric developers log.

So, until the next issue, keep on coding. Drop me a line if you've got any news
you'd like featured (you can just reply to this email) or grab me on the Phaser
Slack or Discord channels.

The Latest Games

Cave Golf >>> Game of the Week 
It's golfing Jurassic Park style. See if you can get a hole in one with the dino egg
in this great physics action puzzle game.

Squares vs Circles >>> Staff Pick 
An addictive and polished puzzle game in which you simply have to stop the
circles from touching the squares.

http://2dforever.com/
http://phaser.io/community/slack
http://phaser.io/community/discord
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/cave-golf
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/squares-vs-circles


Sunset Selfies 
How many great selfies can you take in this Emojiam jam entry?

Fun Game Play Solitaire 
A polished and responsive version of the classic card game.

Volksbank Game 
A polished casual match 3 style game created to promote a large German bank.

What's New?

Phaser CE v2.8.1 Released 
A brand new release of Phaser CE is out, with many great updates across the
framework.

http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/sunset-selfies
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/fun-game-play-solitaire
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/volksbank-game
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/phaser-ce-281-released


Hulls from Tilemaps 
A module for reducing neighboring tiles into a single shape (a polygon "hull")

Wall Jump Physics Tutorial 
How to add wall jumping to your games in a few lines of code.

Phaser Node Kit 
Rapid Game Development with PhaserJS and Node for Modern Browsers.

Simon Game in 1 Hour 
An interesting challenge: Create a complete game in under 1 hour. See the
results and code here.

Welcome and a massive thank you to the new Phaser Patreon who joined us this

http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/hulls-from-tilemaps
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/wall-jump-physics-tutorial
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/phaser-node-kit
http://phaser.io/news/2017/06/simon-game-in-1-hour
https://www.patreon.com/photonstorm


week: Robert Kowalski.

Patreon is a way to contribute towards the Phaser project on a monthly basis.
This money is used entirely to fund development costs and is the only reason
we're able to invest so much time into our work. You can also donate via PayPal.

Backers get forum badges, discounts on plugins and books, and are entitled to
free monthly coding support via Slack or Skype.

Dev Log #86
Welcome to another Dev Log. A few issues ago we took a look at the new Static
Tilemap renderer that had been added to Phaser 3. We also mentioned that we
would add in a Dynamic Tilemap and this issue we can show it in action.

Static vs. Dynamic

The main difference between to two types of Tilemap renderer can be found in
how the tile data is prepared for the GPU. In a Static tilemap, we store the data
directly as a mesh, instead of rebuilding and culling each tile individually like we
do with the dynamic tilemap.

During its creation, the dynamic tilemap generates an array of meta data tiles that
describe the tile that will be rendered. The tile description contains properties like
alpha, tint and visibility. This tile is also used to cull based on the current camera
so we don't render unnecessary tiles. Finally, the tiles are rendered by adding
them to the sprite batch which generates the vertices at runtime and uploads
them to the GPU.

In contrast, the static tilemap can be very fast to render since the vertices are
already stored in VRAM and we don't need to update that data every frame. This
is especially good since updating resources from the CPU is very slow because
it requires synchronising the GPU with the CPU. At the end, the whole map is
rendered in a single draw call without stalling.

http://phaser.io/community/donate


To summarise: A Static Tilemap stores the map data in VRAM, avoiding the
need to push the data to the GPU every frame. Whereas the Dynamic Tilemap is
built especially to work with the Sprite Batch renderer, so it has to push the data
up every frame. If your data is constantly or even slightly changing, you need this
approach.

You'd use a Dynamic Tilemap if you require any of the following features:

Animated Tiles

Tiles can be animated by way of modifying their tile ID. The ID is purely a
reference to a frame within the tileset. By changing the ID over a period of time it
has the same effect as animating the tiles. You can do this either to a single tile,
or you could code it to update all tiles in the map that are animated. We have not
added any helper functions for this yet, instead concentrating on providing you
with the technical ability to do it first, so you can roll your own. In the future,
though we can build upon this feature and make it more 'friendly'.

Per-Tile Tint support

This is a nice feature! WebGL only of course but you are able to modify the tint
value of any single tile in the map. You can adjust a specific tile, for example, if
you want to tint the tile at position 30x20 in your map, you can do that. Or you
could loop through the tile data and tint any tile that matches your own criteria.

This could be used for some neat lighting and environmental effects with a little
careful planning.

Per-Tile Alpha and Visibility support

As you can imagine you can also change the alpha and visible state of any single
tile. Again, this impacts just one tile, or you can loop through the tile data applying
your own matching constraints. The Alpha property could be tweened, leading to
nice visual effects, or just toggled based on actions in your game. It's up to you
how you use it!

Modify Map Data in real time

The tilemap data array is just a plain flat array of Tile objects. And you're free to
change them at any point. You can add new tiles in, remove old ones, or just
modify a single tile instead. This is extremely useful for things like streaming
game worlds, where tiles at the edge of the map can be modified to provide for
the new incoming data.



It also allows you to draw maps in real time, and to demonstrate this we've
created a couple of examples for you to play with. The first example shows you
how to draw a map using the mouse and literally paint down tiles.

Use the mouse to paint tiles. Press Z to bring up the Tile Palette to pick a new tile
from. Press 1 to 3 to change layers (X to view them all) and finally use the cursor
keys to move around.

This showcases both drawing tiles dynamically, across multiple layers, the new
ScrollFactor property, and tile culling.

The map renderer will cull tiles automatically, avoiding rendering tiles that are not
visible to the camera. This has been implemented in both the Dynamic and Static
Tilemaps, as although the Static map is already nice and fast, it still doesn't need
to waste time drawing tiles that cannot be seen.

Impact.js Support

I'm very pleased to announce that thanks to his kind support, Dominic

http://labs.phaser.io/view.html?src=src\game objects\tilemap\dynamic\Draw Tile.js


Szablewski has allowed for Phaser 3 to able to load and run Impact.js tilemaps. If
you've ever used Impact before you'll know it comes with a neat map editor
called Weltmeister.

This can be used to create map and collision layers, as well as allow for Entity
placement. Phaser 3 will natively be able to load Weltmeister map data. So if
you've already got an Impact license this will let you use the map editor to build
your own levels. We have also accurately re-created the physics values used in
Impact, allowing you to take previous games you may have made, and port them
to Phaser 3 while using the same Body properties and values you have been
used to previously.

As with everything in V3 we have made this a complete stand-alone module, so if
you don't need it you can exclude it easily enough. However, for those (like me)
who enjoyed using Impact, it's a great way to breathe new life into it.

Run and Jump

I wanted to take the previous 'Drawing' example, combine it with a bit of the work
done with Impact support so far, and evolve it into a proper showcase piece
where you can run and jump around a level, drawing and removing parts of it in
real time as you go. Meet Platform Maker:

http://impactjs.com/


You start off in an empty world that is 3 screens by 2 in size. You can run around
but that's all. So grab your mouse and start drawing some tiles to jump on. You
can draw while running or falling, which is quite fun :) And if you press the shift
key while drawing it will erase the tiles.

It's a simple enough example but is showcasing several important new additions,
one of which is Scroll Factor.

Scroll Factor Property

Felipe implemented the Scroll Factor property on all Game Objects. It influences
what happens to the position of a Game Object when a camera moves. You can
see it in action in the Drawing Example in this Dev Log where each layer has a
different Scroll Factor. You can also see it in the Platform Maker example above,
where a Scroll Factor of zero is used to prevent the text hint from scrolling off the
screen.

It can be given to any Game Object which allows for some really nice parallax
effects as cameras move, and it's a great addition to have in the core.

So there we go, wrapping up another Dev Log. Loads of new features and more
to come next issue. Thank you to all of our Patreons who make our current rapid
rate of development possible, it's only because you're awesome that we're able
to keep firing out such improvements at this rate.

http://labs.phaser.io/view.html?src=src\game objects\tilemap\dynamic\platform maker.js


Phaser 3 Labs

Visit the Phaser 3 Labs to view the new API structure in depth, read the FAQ,
previous Developer Logs and contribution guides. You can also join the Phaser 3
Google Group. The group is for anyone who wishes to discuss what the Phaser 3
API will contain.

I don't often recommend music here unless it's game related but I'm making an
exception this week. Ferry Corsten is a famous Dutch electronic music producer
who has been releasing great music for years. His latest album, Blueprint, is
something special though. It's a narrated audio story about a boy who finds
blueprints for building an android, mixed in with some fantastic trance music. It
reminded me of an EDM version of Jeff Wayne's War of the Worlds. Free to
listen to on Apple Music and Spotify too.

Here is an interesting concept of what a Word Processor might look like in VR!

http://phaser.io/phaser3
https://groups.google.com/d/forum/phaser3-dev
http://www.dancingastronaut.com/2017/05/ferry-corstens-blueprint-innovative-gripping-true-game-changer-album-review/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxviGskApcw


Apparently there is a subreddit called Programmer Dad Jokes, and it's great :)

Phaser Releases
The current version of Phaser CE is 2.8.1 released on June 20th 2017.

Phaser 3.0.0 is in active development in the GitHub v3 folder.

Please help support Phaser development

Have some news you'd like published? Email support@phaser.io or tweet us.

Missed an issue? Check out the Back Issues page.
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